"You can come in," the girl said, returning. "She's lovely," she added, taking
sight understood grand

Patches Christy. "I'm sure she'll have beautiful kittens."
under quiet from lakes slept kittens

Christy blinked. Kittens! Patches having kittens? she remembered how her
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mother's stomach grown more and more rounded, because of the
had never been some have the
baby. So that's all it was, thought as she followed the girl. heart
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flooded with relief. But in moment her relief changed to alarm. more another so
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had been warned, these last few not to bump her mother. And
piles months and the they she

had kicked Patches twice. Had she hurt kittens?
the rest yes

The nurse put Patches down a metal-topped table. Dr. Rodman
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in. He was a nice young with a friendly smile. "Any time
did came quiet man number rent

occasionally now as

" they be all right?" Christy questioned.
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put a stethoscope here and there the cat's stomach. "Yes.
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They ought be all right." His fingers went the cat's body. "This
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leg has injured, but it's healing." He took cat's temperature,
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looked into her ears throat, and slipped a capsule into mouth,
the rest and yes her them

holding her jaws closed to her swallow.
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"Just give her a place to sleep and plenty of and cat
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food. She'll be fine," Dr. Rodman with a smile. And since he
leaving, he offered to drive Christy ___________ .
home end door

Christy sat in the doctor's car ___________ Patches on her lap. It was ___________
and front with fast go hard
to get used to the idea ___________ Patches was a mother cat.
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